
       WARNING!
Installation and removal is safer and easier when done by two people. Never install on a windy day or when your RV roof 
is slippery. Please take care when you are on a ladder or the roof. 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Wash and dry your RV completely, making sure to remove all of the dirt, leaves or pine needles from the top of the RV since 
sliding a cover across debris can scratch your roof. Besides, this can also start you off with a clean RV in the next camping 
season.
Cover or tape any sharp edges on your RV that may wear against your cover. Be sure to lower any roof antennas.
Unroll the cover next to your RV. The logo on your cover should be to the front of your RV and facing the outside. Unzip the 
passenger side and back panels.

       On smaller RV, your cover can be installed with ladders or by pulling it over the sides with tie ropes. 
     On larger RV, it’s  easier to install your cover from the roof. Carefully climb up to the roof while holding the front of the cover   
     with you. Lower the front of your cover down then carefully move toward the back while pulling the cover and letting it fall down        
     the sides of your RV. Climb down the rear ladder and locate the ladder cap. Fit it with straps. Now pull the back end of the cov
     er down the back of the RV. Make sure that you will be able to  reach the cover while standing on the ground.  

Zip all the panels on your RV cover then pull the elasticized  corners down over both bumpers of the RV. 
Attach all of the male strap/buckles to the corresponding female strap/buckles. Adjust all of the tension straps of your cover for 
a snug fit. Don’t over tighten.

STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS
A handy storage bag is provided. To fit the RV cover in the bag, fold your cover and roll the cover tightly rather than stuffing it. 
Never store a wet cover in the storage bag or confined area.

     WARRANTY  
     2 Years Limited Warranty
     WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER DAMAGE FROM:
     High Winds or Acts of Nature
    Tears from Sharp Objects on your RV
    Customer Modifications or Abuse
    Normal wear, weather soiling, or stains from environmental pollution.
     The warranty is not transferable and is also voided if the cover is modified in any way by the purchaser. 
     Trailering or towing your cover will also invalidate the warranty.  

Installing Normal RV Cover 
(For Easy Setup RV Cover Please Turn To The Opposite Side Of Owner’s Manual)
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       WARNING!
Installation of easy setup RV Cover NEEDS TO BE DONE BY 2 PEOPLE. Never install on a windy day or when your RV 
roof is slippery. Please take care when you are on a ladder or the roof. 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Wash and dry your RV completely, making sure to remove all of the dirt, leaves or pine needles from the top of the RV since 
sliding a cover across debris can scratch your roof. Besides, this can also start you off with a clean RV in the next camping 
season.
Cover or tape any sharp edges on your RV that may wear against your cover. Be sure to lower any roof antennas.
Unroll the cover, spread it on the front of your RV, unzip the zippers of BACK panel of RV cover (there should be a “Installation 
Start Here” tag, fold BACK panel to the top of RV cover, and attach both velcros under triangle patches to the top of cover. 
DO NOT OPERATE ON DIRT GROUND.

       There are 2 pockets on each side panel top near the end of the cover. 2 people point the steel poles into each pocket and lift it  
     up at the same time. (Tip: the poles should be hard and straight enough, 2 meters in length at least.)

Both operators stand by the end of RV, raise the cover up over the roof of RV, pull the cover carefully from the end to the front 
of RV until the cover is on the correct position. (Tip: If you feel hard to moving forward, check if the cover is stuck by any corners or 
sharp edges of RV roof. If it was stuck, operators can move to pockets on the middle of cover, and pull again.)
Release the front panel from the top of RV by pulling the webbings carefully. Zip all the panels on your RV cover then pull the 
elasticized  corners down over both bumpers of the RV. 
Attach all of the male strap/buckles to the corresponding female strap/buckles. Adjust all of the tension straps of your cover for 
a snug fit. Don’t over tighten.

STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS
A handy storage bag is provided. To fit the RV cover in the bag, fold your cover and roll the cover tightly rather than stuffing it. 
Never store a wet cover in the storage bag or confined area.

     WARRANTY  
     2 Years Limited Warranty
     WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER DAMAGE FROM:
     High Winds or Acts of Nature
    Tears from Sharp Objects on your RV
    Customer Modifications or Abuse
    Normal wear, weather soiling, or stains from environmental pollution.
     The warranty is not transferable and is also voided if the cover is modified in any way by the purchaser. 
     Trailering or towing your cover will also invalidate the warranty.  

Installing Easy Setup RV Cover
(For Normal RV Cover Please Turn to The Opposite Side Of Owner’s Manual)
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